SecurePIM Government SDS

Secure Mobile Productivity
Solution for Smartphones
and Tablets
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Government-grade protection for classified data

SecurePIM Government SDS enables government
employees to work remotely, any time from any location,
while complying with high security and data protection
standards. SecurePIM Government SDS is the only security
solution approved by the German Federal Office for
Information Security (BSI) to allow the processing and
transfer of information classified as “restricted“ (“Ver
schlusssache – nur für den Dienstgebrauch” – VS-NfD) on
iOS and Android devices (“Allgemeine Freigabe
empfehlung” for Android).

Government-grade Security
SecurePIM Government SDS is a system solution developed
with BSI’s high security requirements and enables govern
ment employees to work remotely using a smartphone
or tablet. All data is securely synchronized with local
network servers via central access to the Berlin-Bonn (IVBB/
NdB) or comparable specific networks. In combination with
its smartcard solution, SecurePIM Government SDS is the
only certified solution to allow the processing and transfer
of information classified as “restricted” (VS-NfD) on iOS and
Android devices.

Powerful Productivity and Access
from Anywhere
SecurePIM Government SDS provides public sector
employees with access to classified data, through tools like
email, voice, contacts, calendars, notes, tasks, documents
and a protected camera. Additionally, users can access
intranet sites and web applications while on the go. Further
features include document reading, editing and sharing.
With these features, government employees can use
smartphones and tablets to access classified data from any
location and even work offline.
SecurePIM Government SDS allows encrypted calls directly
from contact directory (optional feature, additional app
required).

BENEFITS FOR EMPLOYEES

+ Secure access to classified data using
smartphones and tablets

+ Intuitive and easy to use
+ Encrypted calls supported directly from
the app

+ Management of up to six email accounts
+ Edit documents online or offline
+ Touch ID support
SECURITY

+ BSI certified solution (“Zulassung” for iOS;
“Allgemeine Freigabeempfehlung” for
Android)

+ Developed based on German data
protection guidelines

+ Smartcard integration with support for
various smartcard readers

+ Strict separation of personal and classified

data via SecurePIM’s Container technology

+ State-of-the-art encryption for data at rest
and in transit

+ Secure communication to local network
resources via SecurePIM Gateway

+ Full S/MIME support

All
secure
in one
app.
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Smartcard Integration

COMPATIBILITY

For the highest security requirements, SecurePIM Govern
ment SDS has integrated smartcard support for secure
authentication. All asymmetric encryption operations are
based on private keys stored exclusively on the smartcard.
Currently SecurePIM Government SDS supports various
smartcard readers, including AirID® by Unicept and
Tactivo™ by Precise™ Biometrics.

+ iOS (version 11 or higher) and certified

Separation of Personal and Classified Data
Implemented as a Container solution, SecurePIM Govern
ment SDS provides controlled access to classified data by
strictly separating it from all other content on the mobile
device. All SPIM data is encrypted, and access is protected
with a smartcard, preventing other apps or unauthorized
users from accessing any classified information.

Android (version 7.0 or higher)

+ Supports email servers using ActiveSync
+ Access to files using WebDAV
+ User account synchronization via LDAP
COMPONENTS OF THE SYSTEM
SOLUTION

+ iOS or Android mobile devices
+ Smartcard (support for TCOS 3.0 Signature
+
+
+
+

Built-in Secure Email
SecurePIM Government SDS encryptsall data, both at rest
and in transit. Employees can send and receive S/MIME
encrypted emails without hassle and sender verification is
provided with a unique S/MIME signature.

Encrypted Voice Calls
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Public Authority
Network

SecurePIM Government SDS also offers end-to-end
encryption for voice calls as an optional feature. Secure Voice
supports low bandwidth over GPRS, EDGE, 3G, WiFi and
satellite, allowing calls to be transmitted reliably and in a high
voice quality. A high degree of security is achieved without
pre-shared keys, plus two parallel encryption algorithms
provides the highest level of security. Secure Voice is easy-touse as calls are just a single click from the contact list.
The SecureVoice functionality integrates seamlessly with
the other modules of the SecurePIM App. Please note that
SecureVoice is only available for German government
organizations.
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Smartcard reader
Any Mobile Device Management (MDM)
SecurePIM App
Virtual Solution Server Components:
SecurePIM Gateway, SecurePIM Mobile
Application Management Portal (MAM),
SERA security framework

SECUREPIM APP MODULES
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Email
Contacts
Calendar
Notes
Tasks
Documents (edit and save files securely)
Browser (secure access to intranet and web)
Secure Camera
Secure Voice
Secure Messenger (in certification process)

